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After countless days and nights celebrating within the infamous Monkey Tavern, our team of adventurers have spent every last
penny... Their fates, however are about to chan 5d3b920ae0
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games sucks on point of it and to much jump oing throw hoops walk to this pull thing and door close be for you can get to it on
map 2 22 door. Heroes of the Monkey Tavern is a very very good game in its genre. I actually didn't like the 90's games of this
type that much. Somehow this game breaks a bit loose of the things I disliked about those older games. For this price, the game
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is quite good. I miss a little bit more tactics in the fights, but you can get that in another game like this that costs 10 credits
more. This game actually has something simplistic yet very fun in it. The graphics are VERY nice, even whilst being repetitive
(typical of this genre). Here and there, there are some funny jokes, and there is one level (haven't finished yet) that really creeps
you out.. A wonderful little game that is quite fun and enjoyable. Beautiful tribute to the old Dungeon Master/Eye of the
Beholder games. Everything works perfectly with no slowdown, bugs or anything that will put you off playing it. Decent
graphics, good sound effects and relaxing music with everything just coming together and working the way it should. Combat is
fun, puzzles are just right and game keeps you playing it without frustration. Good price at the moment and the dev listens to
people which is something always worth supporting. Bought it on sale but would have been happy to have paid full price..
Heroes of monkey tavern is what i would call a sleeper, its desgin and gameplay is great and has what you expect and more from
this type of game, i would say its a must to play so don't waste time go and buy it now. Great Little dungeon blobber. Lotsa
Secrets to find Good Classes to pick from Bit to short though.. 3 Hours to finish game's 8 floors. Fun and fast paced for a
Dungeon Crawler. Worth the $5.. Fun little dungeon crawler. It wont change your life or anything but I enjoyed it. I think it was
made by one dude which makes it even more impressive. Worth maybe 2-3 play throughs at a total of 10-15 hours if that helps
you price it out.. This game brings back many fond memories of having spent dozens of hours playing the original Dungeon
Master on a Atari 1040 ST. Well worth the purchase price, especially if you're into the genre of dungeon crawlers. A very
haunting soundtrack adds to the game nicely.. It's not Grimrock, the game is short (10h max), simple, rather straightforward, but
have it's own charm. I bought it on sale at 50% price and never felt sorry about it.
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